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We hope you enjoy this publication for the Sisters of Providence and friends. Thank you, sisters, for your
continued contributions of reflections, poetry, prayers, quotes, scripture, photos, artwork and other inspirational
material – it is a bright spot for so many. If you have a question, comment or item to share, please email it to
anita.wilkins@providence.org. 

A favorite quote shared by
Sister Annette Seubert:
"A practice of gratitude is not about
dismissing sadness, anger, fear, or
confusion. Rather, it offers us the
opportunity to see that we often
experience multiple feelings at once; to
welcome joy into the same places where
we hold grief; to turn our attention to
what is quietly growing and breathing
day by day, which, to our possible
surprise, includes ourselves."
- Kristin Lin
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Sister Annette also shared this quote on the theme of gratitude:

Here’s a fun small world story from Sister Patricia Eley:
"I had a meeting with a young man named Steve from a construction firm who was taking measurements for
replacement flooring in the sisters' apartments. We were in the elevator talking when he asked me where I
used to teach. Turns out, I taught him in fifth grade! Steve said he thought he recognized me but wasn't certain
with the mask. I am now looking forward to an after-COVID visit with Steve and his family."
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Providence Sister Margarita and Sisters of Divine Providence Karina and Betsa team up to share an Advent
reflection. Enjoy this bilingual opportunity to center yourself in preparation for the season of Christmas (8:36,
Spanish with English subtitles): https://youtu.be/qlu3nnSr3y8

Sister Charlene Hudon snapped this beautiful sunset photo from her balcony in Seattle, which became the
backdrop to a timely quote.
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Sister Kaye Belcher on a new way of sharing in thanksgiving, on Thanksgiving:
"Knowing large gatherings would not be, during this day of Thanks and Gratitude, the sisters at Caritas Court
became creative in their sharing. Sister Mary Wilson and Sister Karen Hawkins organized the preparation of
several dishes (they prepared the turkey) that sisters brought to a large table. Sisters then individually served
themselves and returned in small groups or singly to enjoy the fruits of their labor, all the while observing
personal distancing.
We are grateful for all who participated AND remember in our hearts and prayers the 50 million+ sisters,
brothers and children on the verge of hunger in the United States."
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“Maggie-isms”
Editor’s note: During a recent jubilee recognition event for Sister Maggie Pastro, she shared some words of
advice with the participants. They are simple and thoughtful guidelines that we can all benefit from
incorporating into our lives. I got her permission to share them here.
1. Strive for non-violence and a peaceful resolution to issues. De-escalate situations with kindness and
compassion, but always foster courage, confidence and prudence to confront wrongs when needed.
2. Try to heal rifts and divisions.
3. Ask for forgiveness and pardon quickly and readily.
4. Be willing to be vulnerable. Ask for help.
5. Do something every day that makes you happy.
6. When the goal seems long, arduous and unattainable, take one step at a time.
7. Be aware of those who are poor, vulnerable and on the margins. Protect their dignity by not assuming
what they need. Ask instead.
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